Secure your two-way connection
SAVOX® R-C300
Special task Com-system

The SAVOX® R-C300 is a rugged com-system for crowd management and special task applications. It is equipped with a rugged quick release connector jack, compatible with most types of headsets, and with a Remote Push-To-Talk solution according to the application of use. The two basic alternatives are the riot-PTT and the rifle-PTT. The master unit contains an optional function switch that can be “preprogrammed” e.g. as an emergency call button or as an additional Push-To-Talk button.

The unique Push-To-Talk button of the R-C300/rifle can easily be placed on a gun barrel, on the hand or on the finger using the different straps supplied with the product.

Thanks to the rugged hand Push-To-Talk button, safely secured with a solid hand strap, the R-C300/riot can transmit conveniently even when using a shield and thick protective gloves.

The SAVOX® R-C300 is a unique radio accessory solution for professional use that provides personal safety and full concentration on the actual task, and that grants access to clear and efficient communication even in the most distressing situations.

**Specifications**

- **Weight**: 240g
- **Material**: casing: PC, cables: PUR, strap PA
- **Cable lengths**: According to application
- **Connectors**: 4-pole quick release jack for headset
  - Option: 4-pole quick release connection for PTT
  - Radio specific connector
- **Operation temperature**: -25...+63 °C (continuous)
- **Humidity**: 95%RH, +63 °C for 500 hours
- **ESD/EMI immunity**: confirms with the EN
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